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Abstract: The implementation of the systematic cadastre is the entire responsibility of 

the Romanian State, through the National Agency for Cadastre and Real Estate Advertising. 

The systematic registration works are carried out at the level of a cadastral sector or 

several cadastral sectors. The cadastral sectors are established by the OCPI together with the 

City Hall before to the start of the procurement procedure by the Acquirer. 

The role of this paper is to present as easily as possible the methodology and the steps 

taken for the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre in the 

territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The role of this paper is to present, as easily as possible, the methodology and the 

steps taken for the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre 

in the territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county. 
In order to enroll the real estate in to the Land book, the systematic cadastre refers to 

[3], [4]:  

- identification, measurement, description and registration of the real estate in the 

technical documents of the cadastre, their representation on cadastral plans and the storage of 

data in digital format; 

- identification of owners and other holders of real estate for registration in the Land 

book; 

- public display of the results obtained after the execution of the systematic cadastre 

works, the correction of the errors reported by the owners and the opening of a new Land 

book. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

Through a case study this paper presents, as easily as possible, the methodology and 

the steps taken for the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic 

cadastre in the territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county.  

The cadastral sector taken into consideration is situated in the territorial administrative 

unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county (figure 1).   

The territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”includes 9 cadastral sectors and 

has a total area of  768,5774 ha.   
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Fig. 1 The geographical location of territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”   

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

For the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre in 

the territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county were passed the following 

steps. 

1. The collection and integration of datas; 

2. Performing topographical surveys and the processing of the measurements; 

3. The realization of database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre; 

4. The generating of the final documents of the systematic cadastre. 

 

3.1. The collection and integration of datas - To accomplish this paper, we had at 

our disposal the data provided by OCPI and by the Local Authority (City Hall), namely: the 

boundaries of the territorial administrative unit and of the intravilans that compose it, 

orthophotoplans, cadastral plans (scale  1: 10000), parcel's plans in analog format, the 

legalized property titles, the location and delimitation plans (PADs) in analog format, data 

from the National Geodetic Network, agricultural register in *.jpg format, public/private 

domain inventory in *.pdf multipage files, containing the list of public/private domain 

inventory/land book extracts (CF extract), the street nomenclature - *.tif files, other types of 

data: general urban plans and zonal urban plans (PUGs and PUZs) - *.xls and *.tif files. 

The data presented above has been analyzed and it has been created a preliminary 

graphical database to start the activities specific to this paper. 

 

3.2. Performing topographical surveys and the processing of the measurements 
The topographical survey were performed using the GPS  HI-TARGET V30. 
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The measurement method used was RTK which made possible the obtaining of points 

coordinates in real time, during the measurements. 

In order to achieve the contour of the measured objective, the points coordinates were 

imported into AutoCAD, using the TopoLT program, through the function " Report points" 

(figure 2). 

 

   
Fig. 2 The imports of points coordinates into AutoCAD 

 

After importing the points into AutoCAD program, we recourse to joining the points 

based on the codes used in the field and the sketch received from the City Hall (figure 3). 

 

 Fig. 3 The contour of the measured objective 

 

Based on the ownership sketch was done the division of the cadastral sector into the 

parcels, using "Multiple detachment" command of the TopoLT application (figure 3). 
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Fig. 4 The parceling of the cadastral sector  

 

After parcellation, to each resulting parcel it was assigned an ID (electronic identifier), 

unique for each parcel from the cadastral sector (figure 5). 

 

Fig. 5 The numbering of the resulting parcels 

 

3.3 The realization of Excel database 

Databases are a way of storing external information and data, with the possibility of 

easy extension and quick retrieval. 

In this paper the database was created using the Microsoft Excel program (figure6). 
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Fig. 6  The  Excel database 

 

The database was created to ease the work of the performer, based on it, being 

automatically generated the cadastral registry of the real estates, the alphabetical a index of 

the owners and CGXML files. 

 

3. 4. The generating of the final documents of the systematic cadastre 

The technical documents of the cadastre are drawn up for the cadastral sector which 

represents the subject to systematic registration and highlights the real technical and legal 

situation ascertained during the systematic cadastral work. 

The final documents of the systematic cadastre are: 

- the cadastral plan; 

- the cadastral registry of the real estates; 

- the data sheet of the real estate; 

- the alphabetical index of the owners of real property rights; 

- the CGXML files.  

 

3.4.1. The cadastral plans - The cadastral plan (figure 7) was carried out with the 

program Autocad, version 2013. The overview cadastral plan at scale 1:2000 was achieved by 

"extracting" the items specified in the Purchaser's requirements from the database in which 

the entire UAT graphic is located (the UAT limit and neighborhoods, the limits and names of 

the intravilan, the boundaries and numbers of rthe cadastral sectors, the toponymy). All 

elements were created on separate layers. At the same time, elements such as title, grid, 

legend, name of the performer, etc. have been added. The cadastral plans were made and 

printed at different scales and formats so as to clearly distinguish the elements: ID, real estates 

limits, the owners, the category of use, the area, etc. 
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Fig. 7 Cadastral plan of Cadastral sector No. 9, UAT „Cetatea de Baltă” 

 

3.4.2. The cadastral registry of the real estates - The cadastral registry of the real 

estates (figure 8) was automatically generated and includes data related to: description of the 

real estates, data about the land, data about construction, property/possession, 

dismemberments of the property right, data about notaries/ processes/ prohibitions. 

Fig. 8  The cadastral registry of the real estates 

 

3.4.3. The data sheet of the real estate - The data sheet of the real estate (figure 9) 

was automatically generated and includes data about the real estate and about the owner, 

namely: the UAT, the cadastral sector, the ID, the parcel number, the name and surname of 

the owner, the statement with the consent of the owner, the ownership/possession act. 

 

3.4.4. The alphabetical index of the owners – The alphabetical index of the owners 

(figure 10) was automatically generated and includes data related to: the name and surname of 

the owner, the date of birth/CUI, the ID of the real estate, the number of the cadastral sector, 

the address of the real estate, the area of the real estate, notifications. 
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Fig. 9 The data sheet of the real estate            Fig. 10 The data sheet of the real estate 

 

2.4.5. The generation of the CGXML file – the CGXML files were generated 

automatically based on the data from the excel database (figure 11).  

 
Fig. 11 Generating the CGXML files 
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4. Conclusion 

 

Through a case study this paper presented, as easily as possible, the methodology and 

the steps taken for the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic 

cadastre in the territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county.  

For the realization of the database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre in 

the territorial administrative unit „Cetatea de Baltă”, Alba county were passed the following 

steps. 

1. The collection and integration of datas; 

2. Performing topographical surveys and the processing of the measurements; 

3. The realization of database for the implementation of the systemic cadastre; 

4. The generating of the final documents of the systematic cadastre. 

 

Based the final documents of the systematic cadastre the real estate were registered in 

the land book. 
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